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OVERVIEW 
SJOE began thirty-one years ago and our members continue their love of getting outdoors together, using
our club as a platform to make it possible.  We can provide these opportunities because - and only 
because - some of our members organize and lead our events - so let’s start by THANKING all of them.   
The past year saw us hiking on many trails - many times, settling into camp sites, cycling road ways and 
trails and paddling in many kinds of water. Some got to ski and snowshoe too – all part of our raison 
d’être – getting outdoors in active ways.  

An important addition to our club work this past year was the full review of our founding documents and 
during the process we did some future-gazing in an attempt to secure our club relevance and success for 
many years to come.    

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES 
SJOE members relied on our traditional offerings of two kinds of events to get ourselves outdoors last 
year – those which are pre-planned and many others which are impromptu. In 2019 the pre-planned 
quarterly calendar included over 50 events, which is a slight decrease from the previous year and which 
included more walks since two series of “weekly walks” were held through the spring and summer. We do 
not track the many impromptu offerings members add but it was a fairly active year with almost weekly 
events during some months. 

A review of the 2019 quarterly calendars shows an impressive variety of events with about 26 hikes and 
20 walks, four paddles, four biking events and a camping weekend which had both hiking and paddling. 
We also had schedulled a hoped-for ice fishing outing.

Our events saw us visiting Maine plus many familiar places all over southern New Brunswick as well as 
the Restigouche and Chaleur areas. Clearly, our favourite and challenging events continued to attract us 
whether on foot (hiking, walking, snowshoeing, skiing), on bikes or in water vessels. We are truly grateful 
to all of you who lead and organized all of these outdoor adventures.   

BOARD and EXECUTIVE 
The elected and appointed board members met four times in 2019 in conjunction with our quarterly 
events planning sessions. The continuity of so many loyal members of this group is significant and we are
grateful for each one. They bring to our discussions different views and approaches but always share one
clear goal – to offer our members outdoor activities.
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We monitored all of the club’s activities, lead and organized events, kept all basic functions in order and 
met our obligations. These included finances, memberships, events planning, communications and 
outreach plus the added task of a review of our Constitution and By-Laws. For that, we appointed a 
committee who presented a draft to us and together we have brought forward a proposal for members to 
consider at the AGM. Change is not always easy but we felt strongly that to help the club succeed in 
future, we need to embrace some differences. We trust that our proposed guidelines for our operations 
will be accepted and will help put us in a better place as a club for people who share a hobby. 

More specifically, the board organized the annual Christmas social and our Annual General Meeting plus 
made sure all of our activities were maintained. We also act as the de facto Events Planning Committee 
so we developed quarterly calendars of events. 

EVENTS PLANNING 
Over the years, the planning of events has evolved to become a short session held four times a year. This
is possible because we now receive most ideas in advance by electronic means so all we are left to do is 
coordinate the dates of the events to be placed in the calendar.   

However, we noticed some decrease in the number of pre-planned events which could be a natural 
outcome of a number of factors but we continue to encourage all members to try to add events of different
kinds, duration and skill levels.  

Meanwhile, many impromptu events were offered throughout the year and overall, SJOE had yet another 
very active outdoor year.

MEMBERSHIP 
What a year for new memberships!  Forty new individuals joined in 2019, representing 34 new 
applications. By year-end our total membership was counted as 150 composed of eight Honorary Lifetime
members, 67 Individual members and 75 Family memberships. 

Inevitably, we see attrition every year and in particular as it relates to some of our long-standing members
who ease away from outdoor events. Attracting and retaining new members is key to our continuation as 
a club. So is trying to accommodate different levels and kinds of activity which could become a focus of 
future efforts.

The board decided there was no need to increase membership fees in 2019 and given the total of new 
and renewed members we feel the fee can remain constant for at least awhile longer. We also completed 
the set up to provide the ability to pay SJOE  membership fees by e-transfers.  

Keeping our membership information and membership processes clear, reasonable and reliable is 
fundamental to our strength so gratitude is expressed for the ongoing work of the involved SJOE 
volunteers. 

OUTREACH 
SJOE members have a history of helping other community groups through the efforts of some of our club 
members. Examples of our contributions include the staffing of information tables at wellness events upon
invitation, cleaning coastlines and beaches, and monitoring and maintaining trails.

Several years ago as a club, SJOE committed to monitoring a 2.5 kms section of the Fundy Footpath. 
That role includes reporting any known damage or signage issues for example. As well, we refresh or add
new blazing or trail markers to help keep the correct path clearly marked.  
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We also regularly use and informally monitor trails on land maintained by Nature Trust NB and Nature 
Conservancy Canada. In 2019 several members cleaned beaches at Five Fathom Hole and on the Black 
Beach trail members helped with some boardwalk builds and other footpath maintenance. Other 
members continued the tradition of assisting the annual Fundy Coastal clean up event by cleaning 
beaches on two of the islands among the Fundy Isles. 

Another series of trails which SJOE visits frequently and which greatly benefits from the dedicated efforts 
of one of our members, is in Rockwood Park. Countless hours are spent in maintenance and building, 
often with the local cycling club. 

Finally, two members staffed an SJOE table during a Wellness Expo in Quispamsis. 

Our outreach and maintenance work did not incur any costs in 2019 – which are typically nominal anyway
(e.g. for blazing paint). Thanks to all who helped!

COMMUNICATIONS 
We share club-related information and pictures through our regular use of email in particular, but also by 
posts to Face Book. Additionally, we provide lots of basic information on our web site. 

Throughout 2019 we relied on a regular stream of almost weekly (or more often) email messages. There 
are a couple of members who need to receive mail. For impromptu events they are called by volunteers 
who pass along the same information verbally. 

Our web site continues to contain fundamental club information for access by the public and members. It 
requires regular updates as well as a “refresh” annually to update details. It also serves as a key link to 
membership inquiries and applications. 

Face Book continues to be used often to share pictures and messages. 

SJOE volunteers who help these efforts are to be commended. 

CONSTITUTION & BY-LAWS REVIEW  
Last year and in compliance with the requirement, SJOE struck a three person committee to review the 
Constitution and By-Laws. The committee met in the fall and after our initial deliberations, presented a 
draft to the board. We also appointed a new committee member following one resignation which occurred 
for personal reasons. The discussions were thoughtful as we came to believe that SJOE should be 
viewed and operated more as a hobby group rather than an incorporated or not-for-profit entity. We also 
realized that we long ago evolved to rely on individuals to carry out most of our work, not committees. 
Finally, we wanted to reflect a structure which would allow us to focus more energy and time on 
developing more outdoor events which were appealing to all members.

In the end, it seemed best to propose a different set of “rules” by which to operate so we made a shift to 
guidelines rather than simply revising the current documents. The proposal and related information were 
completed in early 2020 and will be voted on by members at the AGM. Appreciation is expressed to the 
committee members and the board for applying such diligence to the task. 

NEWSLETTER 
The now annual SJOE newsletter titled “Out There!” was developed again early in 2019 and was posted 
to our web site for viewing. Its pictures and text contain highlights of the past year’s events so it is like an 
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album and over the years, has become a great compilation of our germane activity – enjoyment of the 
outdoors. Kudos to the volunteers who prepare it.  

SOCIAL EVENTS
Again in 2019 the club hosted pot luck meals with a couple of the hikes (New Years Day for example) and
organized a Christmas potluck and dance. Some members also invited us to their homes for gatherings in
conjunction with outdoor events. SJOE is fortunate to enjoy such welcoming invitations. Thanks to all ■

SJOE  ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
While it is risky to cite names since we know we will miss at least some good deeds and contributions 

to SJOE in 2019, here are some of our members to whom we offer THANKS! 
They lead or hosted events and/or assisted with SJOE activities in various ways.

Ruth Alexander Carol Lee Elliot David Jory Marilyn McKay

Donnie Alexander Gordon Elliot Chris Kennedy Peggy McNaughton

Michele Banks Trevor Fotheringham Shokat Keshavarzi Marion Pierce

Jane Barefoot Patty Fullerton Francine Losier Norm Pierce

Paula Bawn June Hall Mike Maillet Carol Ring

Becky Bourdage Bill Hall Jerry Martin Beverly Thibodeau

Glenise Brunt Alan Howes Lynda Martin Ray Quan

FINANCIAL REPORT 

2018

REVENUES
Membership Fees       $  1150.
Interest                        $      32.

EXPENSES

Postal Box/Postage     $   194.
Web Site Fees             $   227.
Bank Charges              $     43.
Promo Materials           $   200.
Room Rentals              $   474.
Supplies                       $   287.
Total                            $  1425.

SJOE ASSETS (Dec. 31, 2018)  

CASH (Fees)          $ 2478. 
BOND                            $ 2155.
MEMBER SHARE        $        5.*
Total                              $ 4638.

* SJOE Bayview Credit Union Account

2019

REVENUES
Membership Fees         $ 1255.
Interest                          $     43.

EXPENSES

Postal Box/Postage      $   199.
Web Site Fees              $   236.
Bank Charges               $     43.
Promo Materials            $   360
Room Rentals               $   460.
Supplies                        $   440.
Total                             $  1738.

SJOE ASSETS (Dec. 31, 2019) 

CASH (Fees)                 $ 2202 
BOND                            $ 2198.
MEMBER SHARE         $       5.*
Total                              $  4405.

All totals rounded to nearest dollar.
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